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(﴾719)﴿ 389-‐6943
chris.c.dickson@coloradoco...

Registration Confirmation

Need Help?
Email chris.c.dickson@coloradocollege.edu
or call (﴾719)﴿ 389-‐6943.

Registration Summary

RKMF Expedition Grant (﴾GROUP APPLICATION)﴿
2014/2015

Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund
Registration
Registration No. H6NB-‐DMPQN
Submitted Jan 6, 2015 9:17am

Registration

Oct 30, 2014-‐
Aug 31

Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund
RKMF Expedition Grant GROUP APPLICATION
This is the group application for a RKMF Expedition Grant. If you have
received approval, you may fill out this application as a group. In this
application you will be asked to provide important details concerning
your expedition.

Registered

Participant

Jonathan Merritt
jonathan.merritt@coloradocollege.edu
(﴾208)﴿ 949-‐4494 (﴾Cell/Text)﴿
(﴾307)﴿ 332-‐9394 (﴾Home)﴿

I. Expedition Summary

Expedition Name
Two Dopes on a Rope: Alpine Climbing in the Alaska Range

Objectives

Be safe 
Return as friends
Learn as much as we can

mailto:chris.c.dickson@coloradocollege.edu
Grace Brofman

Grace Brofman

mailto:chris.c.dickson@coloradocollege.edu
mailto:jonathan.merritt@coloradocollege.edu
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Have fun, all while climbing well

Whether or not we succeed in reaching summits, we will build experience and return as better climbers and
better people.

Location
 Southeast Fork, Kahiltna Glacier, Alaska Range, Denali National Park, Alaska. 

We plan to climb in the SE fork on peaks including Frances, Kahiltna Queen, the Mini-‐Moonflower, and Peak
12,200.  We will not be climbing on Denali or Foraker.

Departure Date
May 14, 2015 12:00am

Return Date
Jun 3, 2015 12:00am

Days in the Field
21

Wilderness Character
The Alaska Range offers a stunning environment complete with gleaming granite, dramatic vertical relief and
some of the largest mountain glaciers in the world. Because it covers such an expansive area of wilderness the
weather and climbing conditions vary greatly from one part of the range to the next. We will consistently
check weather and conditions reports to ensure that we have to most up to date information. The Alaska
Range is a rugged, remote mountain environment and we will treat it as such. Self reliance and preparedness
will be essential tools when climbing there. Any visit to such a place is a truly special experience and we are
humbled by the opportunity to climb there.

II. Participant Qualifications

Participants' Graduation Date
Brett Baekey 2016
Jonathan (﴾JD)﴿ Merritt 2016

Medical Certifications

Brett Baekey
2016
WFR expires 01/2016

Jonathan (﴾JD)﴿ Merritt
2016
WFR expires 01/2016

Does your group have adequate experience?
Yes

Training Plan
    There will be many aspects to our training. We will be maintaining specific technical skills by climbing. We
will train our strength and endurance methodically, keeping logs and tracking hours as we have done for years.
We will train our self-‐rescue and logistical skills through specific practice, because these skills must be second
nature to respond to a difficult situation. We will continue to hone our skills in route finding, navigation, and
basic mountain sense by maximizing our time in the backcountry environment.
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    Physically, a proper training plan for alpine climbing must improve overall endurance. Any alpine climb is
best thought of as an endurance event involving short sections of difficulty. This means we will need a base of
aerobic efficiency in addition to specific strength to overcome cruxes.  We will train accordingly. In order to
climb safely in the backcountry environment, it is important for our technical abilities to be more than
adequate.  All of our goals are well within our ability, so climbing them safely, simply, and efficiently can only
add to our enjoyment of the area.  It will be worth sacrificing some maximum technical ability in favor of
overall endurance and speed on moderate terrain.
          We have already started our training, we are continually climbing to develop our skills and improve our
fitness.  Our primary focus during the ice and mixed climbing season has been improving our ability on steep
waterfalls and overhanging mixed routes. This results in the advancement of our technique and power on
shorter climbs, but this is only of limited use in the mountains, where endurance will be more valuable. When
we begin our specific base period, we will continue to climb, but for 8-‐12 weeks the focus will shift from pure
difficulty to a higher volume of lower intensity training and climbing.  We will accumulate the effect of many
long sessions of uphill running with weight, backcountry skiing, nordic skiing, and strength training. 
Backcountry skiing allows us to exert ourselves in the cold, and also to practice good terrain evaluation skills
and avalanche preparedness. We will continue to mixed climb and rock-‐climb enough to maintain our
technique.
    As time moves on we will transition back into a higher volume of climbing, practicing our systems of rope
management and building our skills at transitions and communication. During this phase, in March, we will
once again go to the Canadian Rockies during spring break to push ourselves on ice and mixed climbs in
winter conditions.  In addition to building our fitness, this trip will allow us to increase our confidence and
efficiency in an environment that simulates the conditions that we will find in the Alaska Range.
    Before a difficult trip like this we will dedicate at least 2-‐3 weeks to an adequate taper.  Overtraining often
makes one vulnerable to illness and injury and must be avoided. Being well rested will be essential to our
performance in the field.  In addition, it will give us a chance to finish up our last block of the year with a
focused academic effort.
    Training is something that we do automatically, and it is an integral part of our passion as climbers. We look
forward to using our skills in a beautiful and serious venue.
  

III. Expedition Logistics, Gear and Food

Travel Plan
In order to get the climbing conditions we are hoping for our trip will have to take place immediately after the
end of the school year. We will fly from Denver to Ancorage, AK. Here we will purchase food for the trip. From
there we will use ground transportation via the Alaska Railway to get to the town of Talkeetna where we will
wait for a plane ride with Talkeetna Air Taxi to the interior of the Alaska Range. It will be necessary to allot
several days to wait out any possible bad weather that would prevent us from flying in. We believe that
traveling this way allows us the greatest chance for success with our climbing objectives; we will be rested and
ready if and when we get a proper weather window for climbing. Fortunately, flying into the Kahiltna gives us a
good deal of flexibility in terms of when we will be able to fly out. We have set aside 3 weeks in order to have
the best chances at climbing. This means that if we finish early we will have the option of leaving early and if
we have to wait several weeks for flyable weather then we will be able to. Once out of the range, we will book
our return flights individually, again with the intention of giving us flexibility with the travel dates. Chaotic
weather provides the distinct possibility of missing any flight that we book, so this flexibility will be important.

Expedition Itinerary

May 14:Fly from Denver to Anchorage. stay with friends, buy food.
May 15: 8am, catch the Alaska railway train from Anchorage to Talkeetna
May 15.  Weather permitting, we can fly in within this time.
May 15-‐16.  Build camp, rest, acclimatize, possibly with short ski tours in safe areas.
May 17-‐23.  Attempt lower-‐elevation objectives, such as the MIni-‐moonflower and the SW ridge of Frances.
May 23-‐31. Attempt higher objective: West Face of Kahiltna Queen.
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June 1-‐3. Coordinate flyout.
June 4-‐10. extra days for flyout.

Maps/Topos/Charts
objectives2015.pdf (﴾457KB)﴿
Uploaded Jan 5 by Jonathan Merritt

maps.pdf (﴾557KB)﴿
Uploaded Jan 5 by Jonathan Merritt

Re-‐Ration Plans
None.

Food Storage
When we leave camp, food will be bagged and buried under at least 3 feet of snow to keep it away from the
ravens, who are both very intelligent and very persistent.  This cache will be marked with a ski pole or bamboo
wand so that we will not lose it after snowfall.
    While in camp, We will keep our food consolidated within our kitchen area that we will dig into the snow. All
food will be stored in the “pantry” and items that require refrigeration will be covered with snow to keep them
cool. Keeping food in this way has worked well for us on past trips and will allow for easy access as well as easy
clean up. 

Food List
Food for 2 people for 21 days.

ITEM            USD Price/lb      Quantity (﴾lb)﴿  USD Price/item

Breakfast          
Oatmeal        2.50           2           5.00
Granola         4.99           3           14.97   
Pancake mix 3.50          1.5           5.25
Hash Browns 1.99          4        7.96
Eggs                       3        4.00
Bacon         6.00         3        18.00
Smoked Salmon         2        23.00
Coffee         0.5    7.00

Lunch

Cashews                 8.00     2        16.00
Peanuts                  4.99      1       4.99
Chocolate almonds 8.90    1.5     13.3
Dried manoges       6.75     2      13.50
Beef jerky                5.89     1        5.89 
Tortillas                    3.49     1        3.49
Candy            3.00    5    15.00

Dinner

Lentils                1.86     1     1.89
Pasta                  2.55    3     7.65
Quinoa               4.96    2      9.92
Dried Hummus   5.24    1      5.24
Tomato Powder  4.78   .5     2.39
Tortillas               3.49   3     10.47

https://apps.ideal-logic.com/files/public/0d95fc29712ee434_29L66-D685/orig/objectives2015.pdf
https://apps.ideal-logic.com/files/public/805764f9f67143e7_29L66-D685/orig/maps.pdf
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Cheese & Fats
Cheddar                7.98     1       7.98
Mozzarella            7.98     2       15.96
Cream cheese      3.89     1        3.89
Butter                    3.64     4       14.56
Peanut butter        4.22     2       16.88
Summer sausage 9.40     2.5     23.50   

Climbing Food           
Stroopwaffle               2       18.00
Ramen  0.99        2      1.98
Gels                           2         20.00
Bars            2      12.99
Gatorade                   3          5.00
Electrolyte tabs.         0.1          5.00

Drinks
Hot cocoa          3.92       2      7.84   
Tea                    9.60       1      9.6
Powdered milk  3.68       1.5   5.52

Fresh 
Sweet Potatoes      0.99    2    1.98
Onions                    1.29     1      1.29
Garlic                                  0.2    4.5
Oranges                  1.49     1      1.49

76 lbs total weight.
2 people
21 days
1.80 lbs/person/day= 0.8 kg pppd

453g/lb
assuming 4 calories/gram average
about 3300 calories per day allowance.

$354 total

Equipment List
-‐-‐First aid:
Athletic tape(﴾4 rolls)﴿
Gauze
Quick-‐Clot
Alcohol pads
thermometer
scissors
cravat
moleskin
ibuprofen
antihistamine
antibiotic ointment
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oral antibiotics
tincture of benzoin
safety pins
stretch gauze

-‐-‐Shelter:
tent, 2 person, single wall
tent, megamid with pole. (﴾cook tent)﴿.
2 bivy sacks.

-‐-‐Cook
2 MSR Whisperlite stoves.
extra fuel pump and spare parts
2 Jetboil isobutane canister stoves
2 MSR fuel bottles
2 large aluminum pots
pot grip
1 frybake.
Utensils, knife, bowls.
3 1 litre Nalgene bottles.
Bottle sock.

FUEL:  5 gallons of white gas.
           4 jetboil canisters.

-‐-‐Clean
hand sanitizer
8 heavy duty trashbags
many ziplock bags
5 biodegradable wag bags.
Clean mountain can, provided by Denali NPS.

-‐-‐Communication, Navigation, Beta
iridium satellite phone
FRS radio(﴾s)﴿
solar charging kit
maps
copies of guidebook pages, topos, route descriptions.
2 compasses
pen and notebook to log conditions
snow thermometer
barometer/altimeter watches
cameras

-‐-‐Repair Kit
duct tape
patches
silicone seam sealer
light cord
knife
leatherman

-‐-‐Personal
2 synthetic sleeping bags down to 0 degrees farenheit.
at least one extra sleeping bag
2-‐4 foam pads
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glacier glasses
sunblock
large backpack or duffel with straps (﴾2)﴿.
sleds with extra cord.

-‐-‐Personal Clothing (﴾each person)﴿
Softshell Pants&Jacket
Goretex jacket
synthetic belay parka
hat
wool base layers
fleece midlayers
extra socks
extra gloves
down booties

-‐-‐Climbing
3 headlamps.
extra batteries.
2 20-‐40 liter packs
2 pair warm double boots.
2 helmets.
3 pair Crampons
3 pair Ice tools
extra picks
2 harnesses
2 belay devices
7 lockers
cordellette
razor blade for cutting cord
60m 5.5mm tagline, for prusiks, cordelette. 3 lbs.
2 70m 7.8mm half ropes. 8lbs each.
1 60m 8.1mm half rope. (﴾backup)﴿. 7 lbs.
12 single length slings.
6 double length slings.
16 free biners.
Protection:
Cams: single rack to 3”
Nuts, 
Pitons, angles, blades.
12 ice screws including stubbies and one 22cm
2 homemade abalakov (﴾v-‐thread)﴿ tools.

-‐-‐Snow Gear
2 shovels
2 avalanche probes
2 avalanche beacons with extra batteries.
2 pair ski poles
2 pair skis 12lbs/pr
2 pair ski boots. 5 lbs/pr
2 pair climbing skins.
ski crampons.
snowsaw.

Leave No Trace
Yes.
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Plan for Minimizing Impacts
While staying in the backcountry for weeks at a time it is crucial to decrease our impact as much as possible.
This includes keeping a clean and organized base camp as well as bringing along certain contingencies such as
emergency shelters while we are moving in the mountains. Our LNT plan covers all seven of the principles of
leave no trace ethics.

Plan Ahead and Prepare
For our expedition this means extensive research and training for any proposed climbing objective. Making a
plan before setting off will provide us with a useful guideline to determine whether or not to continue. It is
important to remember that because the mountains are such a dynamic environment that plans can change.
However, by discussing our strategies extensively ahead of time we will be able to make educated decisions
that work with the environment and situation.

Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces
Because this expedition will take place in a highly glaciated area we will be camping on snow for the duration.
Snow is an excellent surface to build camp upon as it is highly resilient. Part of this principle involves keeping a
consolidated and organized camp which we will maintain throughout the trip.

Dispose of Waste Properly
This is perhaps the most important principle of Leave No Trace. We will make every effort to keep all food
waste and trash consolidated for proper disposal at the end of our trip. Because most we will produce most
waste while cooking and eating we will make sure to keep our kitchen area free and clear of both wrappings
and food waste. Part of disposing of waste properly involves making sure that it doesn’t blow away. These
mountains are wild places with wild weather and we will make sure that all trash is kept safe from high winds.

Leave What You Find
We will not remove anything from the landscape, nor will we leave anything of our own behind.

Respect Wildlife
While there is not much in the way of wildlife in a such a remote, barren environment there are still certain
species that thrive in the mountains, ravens being highly prevalent among these. We will not disturb any
wildlife and we will keep our food and supplies secured so that no animals can get to them.

Be Respectful of Other Visitors
The Alaska Range is frequently visited especially during the time of year that we plan to be there. As such, we
will be conservative when planning climbs where other people will also be climbing. Overhead hazard is not
something to be taken lightly and in some cases the only responsible decision is to not climb while there is
another party on route or even close to it. While in camp we will be respectfully quiet so as not to disturb
other people who are trying to rest.

Cultural Concerns
It is unlikely that the inner Alaska Range has a history of human habitation. The greater area does have a
human history that we will respect. We prefer the native names for it’s most imposing peaks: Denali, Sultana,
and Begguya. The area within the park is a pristine backcountry environment, despite increasing crowding and
human impact on routes such as the west-‐buttress. It is our aim to keep it as we find it, respecting the land as
sacred and packing our waste out upon departure.

IV. Risk Management

Hazard Mitigation Plan
Glacier Travel-‐
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    In the Alaska Range, nearly everything happens on glaciers. Safe movement in this terrain presents
challenges, and roping up for glacier travel will be mandatory. We have received formal instruction in glacier
travel. We are comfortable with snow and ice anchor building and direct and dropped loop hauling systems.
We have had chances to implement and reinforce these skills(﴾at times responding to actual crevasse falls)﴿ on
independent climbing trips over several years. Despite our experience on glaciers we expect unique challenges
and will handle them accordingly. As soon as we land our negotiation with the crevasse hazard will begin. We
will choose a safe location for camp in a flat area far from any runout zones for rockfall or avalanche. While
establishing camp we will remain roped and systematically probe the area for unseen crevasses. Only once we
establish that there are no cracks running through our potential camp will we unrope and start normal life on
the glacier.
    Whenever we leave camp, for the afternoon, or for several days, on skis, on foot, etc. we will rope up to
reach our objectives. We will remain roped and alert from camp to bergschrund or wherever we begin to pitch
it out.  
    2-‐person teams are the standard in technical climbing, but they present unique challenges for glacier travel
in the event of a crevasse fall. We are both capable of performing a single rescue. This involves arresting the
fall, building a strong anchor from the arrested position, transferring the climber's weight to the anchor, self-‐
belaying to the lip, padding the lip, establishing communication, and constructing a hauling system(﴾Z-‐
pulley/3:1 or 5:1 for direct haul, but preferably dropped loop 2:1 or 4:1 for a conscious victim)﴿. 
   We will be ready to deal with potential crevasse falls, but picking safe lines through icefalls, crossing
bergschrunds in the best spots, and reading complex terrain carefully is where we can prevent accidents in the
first place. In certain conditions, even experienced climbers fail to identify a bridged crevasse. Glaciers can be
unpredictable environments, and as climbers we take them very seriously even though they are ‘non-‐technical’
terrain. We will never be unroped when exposed to crevasse hazard. Whenever we leave camp, we will be
harnessed, tied in, and equipped with a full rescue kit  (﴾prusiks, carabiners, ice screws, skis or axes to bury as
anchors)﴿.
     While each of us have taken several trips to glaciated ranges, it would be unwise to rely exclusively on our
memory of these techniques. We will practice technical self-‐rescue ropework as well as glacier ropework
before we even enter the mountains, throughout the spring. Only if these skills are hardwired can we
implement them in a difficult situation. I would like to say that glacier travel skills are second nature for us, but
in Colorado Springs we don’t spend much time on glaciers, so review and practice will be a mandatory part of
our preparation.  We plan, once again, to climb in the Canadian Rockies during spring break, where we will find
many snow-‐covered glaciers.
                       
Snow Avalanche-‐
We will hope for an isothermal, well consolidated snowpack. This will not necessarily be the case, so we will be
prepared to evaluate conditions as we find them. We will stay informed on recent weather before we fly in.
Large amounts of snowfall in the summer are typical, and conditions can change quickly. We are all trained in
the evaluation of terrain and conditions, and we will read terrain well to know when avalanche hazard is a
factor.
     Even if the snow-‐pack is good, rapid changes in temperature can make wet slides a possibility on terrain
where avalanches are otherwise unlikely. If conditions change quickly we will change our plans. This will mean
staying out of avalanche terrain during the hottest parts of the day
     Unless the snow-‐pack is very safe, we will avoid routes with couloirs or potential terrain traps and instead
favor routes with ridges.
     After massive(﴾6-‐12 inches of snow or 1 inch of S.W.E(﴾Snow water equivalent)﴿)﴿ snowfall during a storm, we
will give faces at least 48 hours to shed or consolidate. Evaluation for different aspects and elevations will be
unique.
                       
Serac Avalanche-‐
This is the most unpredictable hazard we could encounter. The only responsible way we can deal with seracs is
to avoid them entirely. We have chosen objectives that keep this hazard minimal. We will chose a location for
camp that is far from any potential zones. If we have to traverse a valley glacier that is occasionally subject to
serac fall from above, we would choose the most protected line to minimize exposure, and we will minimize
the duration of our exposure by moving quickly without stopping. Ice can land a long way from it’s origin; the
idea of alpha angle does not apply well to ice avalanche. Because the physics are unpredictable, it is usually
best to stay very far away. In some cases, the effect of serac fall is capable of filling a valley, and we will stay
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out of these areas. We will never be climbing under seracs, but we expect to hear them in the distance and
respect their power.

Cornices-‐ 
   We have chosen no routes with severe cornicing, but despite this we are prepared to deal with this hazard. It
is important to stay away from the edges of cornices that are unstable. If judging the stability of a snow
feature is difficult, we must always err on the safe side, giving it a wide berth. In the event of a loss of footing
or the collapse of a snow feature, maintaining a solid belay will be essential. At times where we are using a
running belay, we will have protection or adequate terrain features between us at all times, and will be
prepared, as we always are, to make an effective self-‐arrest.

Rockfall-‐
Rock quality varies in every mountain range, and we can expect some level of rockfall hazard on every route.
The best way to minimize this risk is to chose terrain features that won’t funnel debris, and to place belays in
protected positions.
     Freezing conditions provide better stability in the alpine environment, and climbing on colder days
decreases our exposure to rockfall. In warm weather, this means starting very early, at midnight, or not at all. In
moderate alpine terrain, we are capable of moving fast during the early morning to minimize our exposure.
                       
Severe Weather-‐
In the Alaska Range storms can be very severe. We are expecting to wait for clear weather, and then take
advantage of it as best we can. Climbing quickly will limit our exposure to this hazard, but descent is
sometimes the only option in worsening weather. It will be important to correctly judge the length and quality
of a weather window before starting a committing route. Keeping our base camp solid in wind and heavy
snowfall should be easy because we have shovels and know how to use them. We have done enough climbing
together to know that our group dynamics work out even in frustrating conditions, eg. being trapped in a
storm for weeks.

Cold-‐
Cold injury is a possibility in the mountain environment.  Using proper equipment and keeping it dry is a first
step to prevention, but adequate self-‐care with good hydration and nutrition is the best defense against this
form of debilitating injury.  Overly-‐tightened boots may be one of the most common causes. We know how to
identify and treat cold injuries, but most importantly we will do everything we can to prevent them, and in the
coldest conditions it may be better not to climb.
                       
Altitude-‐
Neither of us have had any problems at altitude, even above 6,000m, but this does not preclude us from
having issues in the future. Despite the moderate elevation of our objectives and our base camp, flying directly
from near sea level and climbing immediately could be taxing. Rest and acclimatization are worked into our
itinerary.  
     Nearly anyone can develop AMS and HAPE/HACE, especially when not properly acclimatized. Each one of
us is capable of identifying symptoms, but the degree of uncertainty in assessing their seriousness can be high,
even for medical professionals(﴾which we are obviously not)﴿. If we see these symptoms, the only effective
treatment will be rapid descent.
                       
Leader Fall-‐
We think it is irresponsible to take falls in the mountains, but especially in such a remote setting. No matter
how solid the rock is or how easy the terrain is, unexpected falls could happen. Even in situations where we
feel that we would never fall, we always place the best protection available. To mitigate the hazard and prevent
falls in the first place, we have selected routes that are well within our abilities and we will practice good route
finding to stay on them.
                       
Additionally, the quality of belay and rappel anchors that we build and use will be consistently high. This is one
risk factor that we have full control over. Wherever we climb, this is something we do not compromise on.
Many rappels in this environment use Abalakov or v-‐thread anchors in ice.  We always choose very solid ice
when setting these, and they carry the added benefit of being completely clean (﴾we leave nothing behind)﴿.
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Benighted-‐
During mid-‐May in Alaska, we can expect, at most, 3-‐4 hours of night. For only part of that time will it be dark
enough to necessitate the use of headlamps. Many parties choose to climb through the night, and indeed in
some situations it presents firmer snow and ice conditions which are safer and quicker for glacier travel and/or
climbing.
We have experience climbing through the night. After many 24 hour pushes in various types of terrain we
know we have the endurance to keep moving and the mental acuity to make good decisions even when
exhausted. However, in such a serious place it is important to exercise discretion. In some cases, it may be
better to descend if we fall behind the planned speed necessary for completion of a route.  
In other cases, it is much better to continue. We have all topped out routes in the dark, often after starting
them in the dark the previous night. This is a normal part of alpine climbing and something we have prepared
for by voluntarily climbing at night in many controlled situations. We have selected routes for which route
finding is straightforward, and should we decide to climb at night it should present no major issues. However
the majority of these routes should be doable in a day for us.

Evacuation Plan
Self-‐sufficiency and careful decision-‐making are our greatest assets in managing risks and their possible
outcomes. We cannot depend on anyone other than ourselves to provide aid in an emergency. In the event of
an unexpected emergency that necessitates evacuation (﴾i.e. trauma)﴿ we will descend the route we are climbing
to our base camp. Self-‐rescue skills are essential here. Each one of us has all of the skills to safely descend a
route with an injured climber and, if necessary, prepare them for evacuation.
                       
An evacuation will be a group decision depending on the condition of the injured person. If an evacuation is
deemed necessary, we will choose a plan of action based on the condition of the injured person.
                       
Given less severe injuries for which treatment is not time-‐sensitive, we have several possible courses of action:
If the patient is able to walk and can tolerate a reasonable amount of time at camp, we will assess all
symptoms and treat each as best as we can with our WFR knowledge and backcountry medical supplies. We
will then call T.A.T. to inform them of the situation and request a pick-‐up with the full understanding that the
possibility of transportation is dependant on weather.  We will rope up and travel the glacier to the nearest
space for safe landing, where we will set up to continuously monitor the condition of the patient.
                       
If the injured person is unable to walk, but we have determined that immediate evacuation is not necessary, we
will assess whether carrying the patient(﴾via sled)﴿ to the nearest landing area is possible. We will contact T.A.T.
while continuing to monitor the patient’s status.
                       
If injuries are severe and the patient faces a potentially life-‐threatening situation, or if injuries(﴾non-‐life-‐
threatening)﴿ demand time-‐sensitive treatment to allow a more favorable outcome, our only option would be
to stabilize the victim, move everyone to a protected area, and call the NPS. Given flyable conditions, their skill
and resources(﴾helicopters)﴿ can facilitate an evacuation. This is an extremely valuable resource in the case of a
life-‐threatening situation and it is not one to be abused. We will do everything in our power to avoid this
scenario by using good judgment, making no risky decisions, and being well versed in self-‐rescue.

Special Preparedness
We have no medical histories that warrant special preparedness.

Emergency Resources
In the event of an emergency, dialing 911 and specifying location can illicit a response.

Walter Harper Talkeetna Ranger Station
22241 B Street, Talkeetna, AK 99676
907-‐733-‐2231 (﴾mountaineering questions)﴿
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Talkeetna Air Taxi
14212 E Second Street
Talkeetna  AK  99676
Direct Line:  (﴾907)﴿733-‐2218

Fairbanks Memorial Hospital (﴾the nearest hospital)﴿.
1650 Cowles St.
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(﴾907)﴿ 452-‐8181

Emergency Communication
Satellite phone, for emergency purposes and to coordinate pick-‐up.

we can borrow an iridium phone from a friend.

FRS Radio for local communication on-‐route (﴾NPS monitors FRS 1)﴿. 

V. Budget

BUDGET
Flights: DIA to Anchorage:  (﴾assuming we can purchase in March.)﴿
     450/person. 800 total.

Anchorage to DIA: we will need to purchase return tickets when we get out, one-‐way.
    500/person. 1000 total.

Transport from Anchorage to Talkeetna via the Alaska Railway. $80/person.  320 total.

Fixed wing ski-‐plane flight via Talkeetna Air Taxi: 585PP,  1170 total.

5 gallons of fuel: 55

4 isobutane canisters: 20

Food: 354

We will not need to pay the special use fee or register in advance, since we are not climbing Denali or Foraker.
We will need to pay a normal park entry fee, 10 PP 30 total.

Satellite phone-‐ free to borrow.

Transportation
3290

Food and Fuel
429

Maps and Books
0

Communication Device Rental
0

Permits/Fees
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Gear Rentals
0

Total Funding Request
3,000

Cost Minimization Measures
By taking the Alaska railway, we will save over 80 dollars per person over a shuttle service or rental car.
Additionally, we have access to an Iridium satellite phone which means we will not have to rent one.  We will
buy all specialty food items in the Lower 48 to save money. We will stay with friends in Anchorage to avoid the
cost of a hotel.  If we can catch a ride with other climbers to/from Talkeetna then we will return funding for the
Alaska railway ticket.



The Mini-Moonflower is a beautiful wall 
featuring lots of moderate ice climbing with a 
relatively steep crux.  
    We can approach via the Southeast fork of 
the Kahiltna using skis, and likely be able to 
complete the route comfortably in one day.
! Descent will be completed by reversing 
the route and rappelling the couloir on V-
threads.



At the head of the Southeast fork of the 
Kahiltna glacier lies Kahiltna Queen.  
It’s west face features a large snow 
couloir as well as many moderate 
mixed climbing oppurtunities.  
! Descent is via a mix of 
downclimbing and rappelling.  On warm 
days we must take into consideration 
afternoon sun exposure: a descent 
route that minimizes travel in the couloir   
by utilizing rap anchors in rock will be 
ideal.



The Southwest ridge of Frances is a 
classic ridge climb.  It presents an 
opportunity for us to negotiate technical 
terrain on a peak closer to base camp.
! The safest, though most involved 
descent option is to reverse the route via 
rappels and down-climbing. 
! The standard descent is the East 
ridge, but since it exposes us to more 
objective hazard we will plan to descend 
via our route of ascent.

In addition to the SW ridge, we could 
potentially crag at the base of the east face 
of Frances on short (less than 5 pitch) rock 
routes.








